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Latest news from HERU headquarters

Message from Nik
What a past few months it's been! We're set to send
three HERUs out to technical evaluation, we've begun
a partnership with the prestigious Manufacturing
Technology Centre, launched a new website and, just recently, put the HERU
under independent scrutiny from Ricardo - the results of which were far beyond
our expectations. It's clear the next few months will be equally as profound, and
we're looking forward to keeping you all in the loop of these exciting
developments!

HERU could save each household up to 1,200kgs
of carbon per year
Ricardo has undertaken a life cycle assessment of the HERU’s environmental
impacts compared with traditional collection methods and the results are staggering.
As well as making massive carbon savings, the independent report shows how the
HERU is significantly more climate-friendly than current collection methods.
You can read more here.

Latest News
Head on over to the HERU website to read all the latest news

Revolutionising the market with
our partners
We're excited to announce the imminent departure of three HERUs, as they go
out for technical evaluations. The results will inform the continued development
of the HERU and, in particular, the release of the first 100 units.
In readiness for the technical evaluations, the HERU team recently spent time
with the BAXI team in Preston, where together we fine-tuned the HERU,
making it ready for the market.
It is through our partnerships with businesses, councils and academia, that has
helped enable the HERU to continue to flourish, adapting to the needs of the
market through cutting-edge innovation and business acumen. In a recent letter
of support, BAXI stated, "we are very excited by the potential of the HERU unit
to revolutionise certain areas of the market." You too can join our partnership by
contacting us here.

New website launched

MTC partnership

We're proud to say that our new
website is live. It was designed to
reflect the latest phase of the HERU

In a significant step in the HERU's
development, we've partnered with
the Manufacturing Technology

and we'd love for you to view and let
us know what you think.
VIEW IT NOW

Centre to prepare for marketreadiness.
READ MORE

Thanks for reading!
We hope you enjoyed our news. Follow us on social media and be the first to
hear about all the exciting news and developments from the HERU team.
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